Adventure helps us see the world and inspires us to make it better. That’s why we started Cotopaxi. We believe we can make a positive impact on people’s lives through the products and experiences we create.
Packs

Technical and Lifestyle Packs
With its suitcase-style zippered opening, padded laptop sleeve, and ability to transition between backpack and carry-on-compatible shoulder bag, the Nazca is our multi-tool travel bag.

**MSRP $140 | 24L, 15in Laptop Compatible**

**Features**
- Theft Proof zippers
- Suitcase opening
- Tuck-away straps
- Multi-carry
- Durable cotton/polyester canvas shell
We optimized the Nazca Classic Pack for office and classroom duties, complete with practical, protective features and muted colorways.

**MSRP $80** | 24L, 15in Laptop Compatible

**Features**
- Theft proof zippers
- Suitcase opening
- Tuck-away straps
- Multi-carry
- Durable cotton/polyester canvas shell
A sleek daypack with enough space for all of your daily essentials, the Kilimanjaro features a casual design with technical features.

**Kilimanjaro 20L Backpack**

MSRP $80 | 20L, 15in Laptop Compatible
Cobán 20L Backpack

With its clean lines, streamlined silhouette, and ample storage space for daily essentials, the Cobán is a durable daypack that’s perfect for those on the move.

MSRP $60 | 20L, 15in Laptop Compatible
Chuspa 15L Messenger Bag

As comfortable cruising the weekday bike commute as it is exploring exotic city markets, the Chuspa Messenger takes cues from the classic bike messenger bag with serious style and feature upgrades. The bag’s spacious main compartment features internal organization and a padded, secure laptop sleeve, while the quick-release locking magnetic buckle makes for a secure yet simple closure.

MSRP $140 | 50L

Features

- Messenger-style opening with quick-release magnetic buckle closure
- Front flap and side pocket for water bottles and easy-access storage
- Adjustable messenger-style strap and removable waist strap
- Internal organization panels
- Suspended, padded 15” laptop sleeve with secure strap
- Padded backpanel with breathable mesh weather-resistant DWR
Ostra 30L Backpack

Our large-capacity daypack with intelligent features for both on the trail and around town.

MSRP $80 | 30L, 15in Laptop Compatible

Features
- Zippered, clamshell-style top opening
- Quick-release magnetic buckle closure on front span pocket
- Multiple external drop pockets for water bottles and essentials
- Internal organization panels
- Hydration compatible with shoulder-strap hose port
- Padded back panel and shoulder straps with breathable mesh and perforated foam
- Removable sternum strap
- Weather-resistant DWR finish
Camello 50L Duffel

Our large-capacity duffel dialed for multi-day van trips, lightweight jet setting, and weekends at the cabin, the Camello 50L Duffel stashes all your clothing and gear in durable, vintage-inspired style.

MSRP $140 | 50L

Features

- Large doctor’s bag-style zippered opening
- Innovative magnetic buckle compression system
- Durable side grab handles with stowable shoulder straps for backpack-style carrying
- Multiple external drop pockets for water bottles and small essentials
- Internal compression bag for shoes and dirty clothes
- Internal-sleeve storage compartments
- Velcro straps on the base secure a skateboard, yoga mat or other gear
- Weather-resistant DWR finish
The Allpa Family

Start here. Go anywhere.
The Allpa Family

Built to explore and loaded with features, our best-selling pack is now available in more colors and sizes.

Supportive Suspension
Built on the same system as our backpacking packs

Stowable Straps
Tuck away the shoulder straps and waist belt for easy storage

Carry-On Compatible
Stow your pack in overhead bins, trunks, and buses with ease

Organization
Mesh compartments, padded laptop, and suitcase-style opening

Rain Cover
Shield your gear from the elements

Security Zippers
Keep your pack stylishly secure
Ideal for any kind of adventure, the Allpa 28L has your favorite features from the Allpa 35L in a smaller, sleeker design. This pack has it all: thoughtfully placed pockets, separate mesh compartments, and padded laptop and tablet sleeves. Plus, it’s super-durable and weather resistant so you can confidently take it anywhere.

MSRP $170

Features

- Smaller, lighter design
- Carry-on-compatible 28L capacity
- TPU-coated 1000D polyester
- Full-wrap zipper
- 15-inch padded laptop sleeve
The Allpa 35L Travel Pack is a rugged backpack system built for adventure travel. This pack is perfectly sized for carry-on convenience and loaded with well-designed features like a suitcase-style opening, theft-proof zippers, and tuck-away straps. With TPU-coated polyester and ballistic nylon, the Allpa 35L is tough enough to handle years of use. This pack is available in a 42L as well.

MSRP $200

Features

- Weight-distributing, low-profile harness system
- Carry-on-compatible 35L capacity
- TPU-coated 1000D polyester
- 1680D ballistic nylon paneling
- Full-wrap zipper
For those times you need to bring along more gear and clothing than usual, the Allpa Duffels are there. With multiple carry options, large capacity, and stock of organizational features, it takes duffel life to the next level.

Features

- TPU-coated 1000D polyester shell with 840D ballistic nylon paneling
- Suitcase-style, full-wrap zipper opening on the main compartment
- YKK security zippers on all closures
- Carabiner lash points for attaching extra gear
- Four reinforced grab handles

**Allpa Travel Duffels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>MSRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50L</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70L</td>
<td>$170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Throughout our product lines, we use repurposed fabric whenever possible. Here's how it works:

1. Factories notify us that they have extra fabric.
2. We calculate how much of it we can use for our gear.
3. Colorways are selected for each product.
4. Expert sewers build packs and apparel.
5. The result? Waste-saving, limited-run products. When they're gone, they're gone.
Bataan 3L Fanny Pack – Del Dia
The Bataan Del Dia is the classic hip pack with added spice. It carries the absolute essentials and keeps them all safe, secure, and 100% at-the-ready.
MSRP $30

Luzon 18L Daypack – Del Dia
A lightweight, do-everything daypack, the Luzon Del Dia is perfect for students, commuters, hikers, travelers, and adventurers who prefer an unstructured daypack that works for a variety of situations.
MSRP $55

Tarak 24L Daypack – Del Dia
Tarak offers repurposed material construction, a performance-oriented design, and features that make it as great around town as it is in the backcountry.
MSRP $100

Batac 16L Daypack – Del Dia
Use it for local day hikes or stash it in your adventure pack for fast-and-light exploration.
MSRP $60
Dopp Kit – Del Dia

Our Dopp Del Dia is sized just right, keeping your toothbrush and other grooming essentials protected and organized.

MSRP $20

Luzon 24L Daypack – Del Dia

We like to think of the Luzon 24L as the big brother to our do-it-all Luzon 18L, featuring everything we love about that pack, plus a few new features and added capacity.

MSRP $70
Mariveles 32L Duffel – Del Dia
A simple and streamlined duffel for quick trips and overnight getaways, the Mariveles gets your gear from place to place without a fuss.
MSRP $40

Tasra 16L Backpack – Del Dia
Made with panels of bright, repurposed nylon, the convertible Tasra streamlines any commute with its spacious compartments and full-wrap zippered opening.
MSRP $85

Uyuni 46L Duffel – Del Dia
Multiple carry options—and travel features like a collapsible laundry compartment, padded laptop sleeve, and top stash pocket—make this duffel a customer favorite.
MSRP $95
Allpa 35L Del Dia Travel Pack

Identical to our best-selling Allpa 35L Travel Pack in features and function, the Allpa 35L Del Dia Travel Pack is different in its use of repurposed fabrics. We use high-quality, leftover synthetic fabrics from other companies’ large production runs to create each Allpa Del Dia, making each pack one of a kind and uniquely sustainable.

MSRP $180
Made with 100% repurposed foam, polyester, and fleece, this sleeve not only protects your laptop, it also helps to keep high-quality fabric out of the landfill. The Quince fits the Macbook Pro and most 15” laptops. The Trece fits the Macbook Pro and most 13” laptops. Each sleeve has a one-of-a-kind colorway that is as unique as its owner.

**Features**
- Constructed entirely with repurposed materials
- Top, wrap-around zipper
- Soft fleece interior lining
- No two colorways are the same

**Del Dia Laptop Sleeves**

- **Trece 13”**
  - MSRP $30
- **Quince 15”**
  - MSRP $35
Apparel

Lightweight insulations, packable designs, and streamlined fits.
New Product!

A solid fleece is essential. We wanted to create something so cozy and practical that you’ll take any chance to throw it on. Soft, supple, and made with fully recycled fleece, the Dorado is a stylish pullover with sustainable comfort.

MSRP $100

**Features**

- 100% recycled polyester shell
- External chest pocket (85% nylon, 15% spandex)
- Elastic binding at collar and cuffs
- Two hand pockets
Teca Windbreaker

The Teca’s DWR-finished fabric and packable design make it great for hiking, camping, and throwing in your travel bag as that ultralight, just-in-case layer. We use 100% remnant fabric to build each Teca, which means material that might have gone to a landfill gets a second chance to shine. This also means that each colorway is limited edition.

MSRP $80

*Comes in Full Zip and Half Zip Styles

Features

- Repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish
- Elastic binding at hood, cuffs, and hem
- Back panel vent
- Two hand pockets
- Packs into internal chest pocket
- Limited edition colorways
The Fuego is our quintessential down insulation layer. It’s made with responsibly sourced, water-resistant 800-fill goose down, making it the lightweight down jacket we can’t seem to take off from fall through spring—we even take it camping in the summer.

MSRP $250

Features

- 20D giant-ripstop nylon with DWR finish
- 800-fill responsibly sourced, water-resistant goose down
- 20D mini-ripstop nylon lining
- Polartec® Alpha® underarm insulation
- Scuba hood
- Elastic binding at hood, cuffs, and hem
- Adjustable drawcord waist
- Two interior stash pockets
- Zippered hand pockets
- Included stuff sack

Fuego Down Jacket

New Colors!
Blending responsibly sourced, water-resistant 950-fill goose down with a streamlined design, our Fuego Vest is the perfect outer layer and midlayer in one.

MSRP $150

Features

- 20D giant-ripstop nylon with DWR finish
- 950-fill RDS-certified, water-resistant goose down
- 20D mini-ripstop nylon lining
- Polartec® Alpha® side-panel insulation
- Elastic binding at armholes and hem
- Two interior stash pockets
- Zippered hand pockets
- Included stuff sack
Great as a stand-alone jacket or midlayer, each Teca Fleece is made from best-in-class, repurposed fleece and DWR-treated, polyester taffeta leftover from other companies’ production runs.

**MSRP $100**

**Features**

- 100% repurposed fleece
- 100% repurposed polyester taffeta stripes with DWR finish
- Elastic binding at hem and cuffs
- Two hand pockets
- Limited edition colorways
Monte Hybrid Jacket

Our go-anywhere, midweight insulating jacket with a stylish hybrid design and Polartec® Alpha active insulation.

MSRP $180

Features

- Shell and lining made from 100% recycled polyester
- 105g Polartec® Alpha active insulation (59% recycled polyester, 40% polyester)
- Sleeves and side panels made from soft recycled polyester stretch fleece
- Two zippered hand pockets and internal chest security pocket
- Thumb-hole cuffs
Play Fair

Featuring a blend of organic cotton and recycled polyester, our Fair Trade Certified™ tees reimagine what it means to repurpose.

Brand new tees. Well, kind of. Technically, they’re recycled, but that’s part of what makes them so cool. The other part? They’re produced in a Fair Trade Certified™ factory. This means that the workers who make them are well-treated. It also means the environment is prioritized in the production process. Last but not least, when you purchase one of our Fair Trade tees, Cotopaxi sends additional money directly back to the people who make them.
Fair Trade Certified™ Graphic Tees

Manufactured in a Fair Trade Certified™ factory. 60% organic cotton, 40% recycled polyester, athletic cut, and subtle graphics make them perfect for everyday wear.

MSRP $30
GEAR FOR GOOD

Brand and Contact Info

Our Mission
We create outdoor products and experiences that fund sustainable poverty alleviation, move people to do good, and inspire adventure. By supporting Certified B Corps, you support a better way of doing business. Learn more at cotopaxi.com/foundation.

B Corp Certified
Cotopaxi is part of the B Corp community, a group of companies focused on using the power of business as a force for social, environmental, and economic good. Learn more at cotopaxi.com/bcorp.

Guaranteed For Good
We want your gear to last for a lifetime of adventures. That’s why all our products are Guaranteed For Good. If your product does not hold up, we’ll work with you to resolve the issue. That may mean providing you with instructions on how to repair your product; asking you to return the item for an in-house repair; replacing the item for you; or refunding your purchase.

Reach out to natalie@cotopaxi.com or group.support@cotopaxi.com for more information on placing your group order.

Certified B Corporation

Reach out to natalie@cotopaxi.com or group.support@cotopaxi.com for more information on placing your group order.
Frequently Asked Questions

What is the minimum quantity of product I can order through Cotopaxi’s corporate and group sales program?

If it is your first order with our corporate and group sales program, the minimum quantity of product you can order to receive a bulk order discount is 25 units. For us to provide decoration services, the minimum order requirement is $2,500. This order can include both men’s and women’s product, plus multiple colorways.

Is it possible to purchase product samples before placing my order?

Samples can be purchased through our website. We offer free shipping for samples, and they can be returned within 30 days with a $5 restocking fee.

What is the expected lead time for Corporate orders?

If you are ordering blank product and we have it in stock, we can have your order shipped within 48 hours of finalization. If we are adding your logo, lead time is typically 2 weeks.

What methods of payment do you accept?

We accept Visa, Mastercard, AMEX, and Discover. You may also pay using a check or through wire transfer. Credit cards are subject to a 3% processing fee.

Can I return branded product sold via Cotopaxi’s corporate and group sales program?

No—all sales through our corporate and group sales program are final.

Is branded product included under Cotopaxi’s Guaranteed For Good warranty?

It is! Learn more about our Guaranteed For Good warranty here.